
Democrat Alderman Says ‘Innocent People are
Being Hunted Like Prey in Chicago’
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Chicago Democrat Alderman Raymond Lopez told Fox News, “Things like robbery, burglary,
arson, assault, even threatening elected officials like myself, do not warrant you being
held on bond anymore in the state of Illinois, and criminals are taking note.”

Prosecutors Agree with Rapper 50 Cent that
Los Angeles is “Finished’ Due to Its ‘No-
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The no-bail policy was first implemented in Los Angeles during the COVID pandemic
shutdown in 2020 to ease crowded jails. Suspects arrested for nonviolent crimes were
immediately released without having to pay bail before their arraignment. The policy was
reinstated in May.

“It’s Effective”: NYC Shops Deploy Crime-
Fighting Dogs To Deter Shoplifters
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In New York City, 34th Street Partnership, a non-profit retail trade group serving
Midtown retailers, has found success by hiring a security firm that provides K-9 units
equipped with handlers. Shoplifting exploded after liberal ‘Criminal Justice Reform’
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policies were implemented, such as no-cash bail.

California Court Relases 2 Suspects Arrested
with 150,000 Fentanyl Pills Without Bail
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Tulare County Court Commissioner Mikki Verissimo of California signed an order to
release two suspected drug traffickers, Jose Zendejas, 25, and Benito Madrigal, 19, who
were arrested with 150,000 fentanyl pills, enough to potentially kill several million
people.

Antifa-Linked Terrorist with Pipe Bomb
Released from Jail Without Posting Bond
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Garrett James Smith was arrested and police found a homemade pipe bomb in his bag. Smith
was held on a $300,250 bond on three counts of possession or discharge of a destructive
device. The Antifa-linked bomber was released last week without posting bond.

Union Pacific Blasts Los Angeles DA for
Going Soft on Crime, Considers Rerouting
Trains amid Mass Looting
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A representative for Union Pacific stated that at least 90 rail car containers are
broken into each day, with criminals being caught and released only to come back and
loot again. Around $5 million in claims, losses, and damages have been reported to UP
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over the past year.

Democrat Lawmakers Who Support Soft-on-Crime
Laws Get Carjacked and Threatened with Guns
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Illinois Senate Majority Leader Kimberly Lightford, who championed the state’s criminal
justice reform legislation that includes no-cash bail, had her Mercedes Benz SUV
carjacked at gunpoint by 3 masked men.

Biden Says More Riots are Justified, and
Harris Bailed Out Two Murder Suspects and a
Rapist
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Kamala Harris solicited donations for protesters to help post bail for those arrested
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during the riots. At least 13 members of Biden’s staff sent money to the rioters in
Minneapolis. Biden has pledged that, if he is elected, he will end cash bail in every
state.

Man Who Pushed 92-Year Old Woman to the
Ground Has over 100 Previous Arrests
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Due to so-called criminal justice-reform policies that include no-cash bail, Rashid
Brimmage has been released repeatedly although he is a registered sex offender with over
100 arrests for charges ranging from sexual abuse and groping women on the subway to
punching strangers.

NY Mayor de Blasio Refuses to Call National
Guard After Looting and Cop Beatings
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Over 700 looters were arrested, but more than 400 were immediately released without
bail. It appears that city and state leaders have ordered police to stand down to
encourage as much violence and destruction as possible to eventually justify martial
law, which is the end game for ending America as a free nation.

Convict Who Thanked New York Democrats for
Abolishing Bail Arrested for the 140th Time
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Earlier this week, Barry told a reporter, “I’m famous! I take $200, $300 a day of your
money, cracker! You can’t stop me! Bail reform, it’s lit! It’s the Democrats! The
Democrats know me and the Republicans fear me. You can’t touch me! I can’t be stopped!”

Illegal Alien Arrested for Raping and
Murdering 92-Year Old Woman After Allegedly
Attacking His Father and Being Set Free,
Despite ICE Detainer, Due to New York
Sanctuary Law
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Khan was previously released from local law enforcement custody in November 2019 with an
active ICE detainer, due to New York City’s sanctuary policies. A spokeswoman for NYC
Mayor Bill de Blasio expressed the mayor’s sympathies and chastised President Donald
Trump’s administration for “politicizing this tragedy.”


